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TEYUNATOURS.

Explore Colombia and the magic of feeling alive in magical places like Ciudad perdida,

Tayrona Park, Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, visit indigenous communities like the Wiwa,

La Guajira, and do activities like trekking, hiking, camping, and sailing. Teyunatours not

only makes great memories but also offers unique and special experiences.

Contacts:

@teyunatours teyuna Tours 3023625104 / 3042712802

MIRADOR MARNEVADO.
Offering magical moments with activities that promote happiness, visitors will be able to

observe the immensity of the Caribbean Sea from the Tayrona National Park. To the

mouth of the river Don Diego. Activities such as camping, coffee tour, cocoa tour,

horseback riding, Hiking, and bird-watching, offers restaurant service, lodging, and bar

service.

Contacts:

@miradormarnevado Mirador Mar Nevado 3122103746 / 3147179428

CIÉNAGA MÁGICA

Live sensory experiences and create purposeful travel is given in Ciénaga Magica where

you can enjoy city tours, regenerative tourism in kayaks and paddles, trip to Macondo,

experiences in the coffee village, wellness tourism by visiting hot springs and river

Toribio. You will get to know the amphibian culture and palafit villages of the Ciénaga

Grande.

Contacts:

@cienagamagica Ciénaga Mágica 368692119



TIERRA NATIVA KOGUI
We are an eco and ethno-tourism agency that will take you to enjoy a unique experience

with the Kogui natives of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. They will guide you through

the indigenous paths until the end of the tour. We want to take you to live a unique

experience in Colombia, with the Kogui natives of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta. You

can visit places like Ñitaxalda Waterfall, Mama DuWanaby, Sewiaxa Community, Lost

City, Cape San Juan Tayrona.

Contactos:

@tierranativakogui Tierra Nativa 3136542670 / 3218372736

CABAÑAS EL OASIS: LA RUTA DEL CAFÉ Y LA MIEL.
Create unique experiences is what you find in Cabañas el Oasis, where you will have

availability of tourist services such as ecological hikes, accommodation in Oasis cabin,

camping, learning of livestock and agricultural practices of the hand of regional farmers.

You can enjoy the view of the Donama stone, Humake viewpoint where you can admire

the indigenous Yogi people, visit to the Bee Beekeeping Forest Guardiandel and honey

tasting, visit to the ravine of the tiger, visit to the indigenous walls.

Contacts:

@cabanaeloasis maaroasisturismo 3015749848 / 311674714


